
    Reading comprehension: Wine tasting sheet

WINE TASTING SHEET

1. Read the wine tasting sheet and complete the gaps with words from the 

box below. There are four extra words you do not need to use.

ASSESSMENT        COLOUR GRAPE        HARVEST               INTENSITY      LIP 

LIQUORICE           LOOK               MOUTH       OBSERVATION     PERSISTENCE      

SMELL    SPICY                  TASTE

2. When describing the colour and aroma, we often use the name of fruit.

How many different fruit can you find in the tasting sheet? Write them down.

_______________        _______________       _______________

_______________        _______________       _______________

Which other names for fruit could be useful when describing wine? 

What do tertiary aromas make reference to? 

3. Find in the text the words that match the definitions below:

a) _____________: having a sharp taste of smell; not sweet.

b) _____________: dull; without a shine.

c) _____________: the scent of a wine.

d) _____________: very small black purple fruit that grows in bushes.
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    Reading comprehension: Wine tasting sheet

Type of wine: Origin: Alcohol per volume:           1. 

Variety:

TASTING

VISUAL 

2.          :  shiny clean cloudy matt 

3.          : violet purple cherry maroon ruby red     
tile red chestnut brown other:________

4.          : high  medium  low 

NOSE 

      Primary/secondary: blackcurrant    flower herbs      plum 

   5.            spice berry      other:________

     Tertiary  : vanilla  smoked      toasted  coffee 

      tobacco leather     other:________

Intensity: high medium        low 

6. _______           

7.          : acid  green  8.            bitter  astringent        soft  
vigorous        delicate           dense            cold     warm  sweet 

9.          : long medium short               

General 10.          : pleasant             unpleasant 

NOTES: __________________________________________________

Aroma:
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    Reading comprehension: Wine tasting sheet

Type of wine: Origin: Alcohol per volume:           1. 

Grape  Variety:

TASTING

VISUAL 

2.     Look  :  shiny clean cloudy matt 

3.      Colour: violet purple cherry maroon ruby red 
    tile red chestnut brown other:________

4.  Intensity : high  medium  low 

NOSE 

      Primary/secondary: blackcurrant    flower herbs      plum 

   5.     liquorice   spice berry      other:________

     Tertiary  : vanilla  smoked      toasted  coffee 

      tobacco leather     other:________

Intensity: high medium        low 

6. MOUTH_           

7.  Taste : acid  green  8.   spicy       bitter  astringent        soft  
vigorous        delicate           dense            cold     warm  sweet 

9. Persistence  : long medium short               

General 10. assessment : pleasant             unpleasant 

NOTES: __________________________________________________

Aroma:
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